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INTRO
Welcome! I’ve worked really hard to make this truly an

INDISPENSABLE Postcard manual, where any marketer or business

owner can keep handy a reference guide for all things postcard

mailing.

I’m not the first to make something like this, in fact I’d like to credit Joy

Gendusa’s “the Ultimate Postcard Success Manual” which truly

opened my own eyes to the power of postcards. The thing I remember

most in that book was when she said something along the lines of

“imagine you’re at a grocery store where every register is taken and

has lines out the door”, but you notice there’s one register that’s open

yet completely empty of customers.

You just walk up and cash out. Wondering why no one else went to

that line. That’s how most marketing is, it’s full of people just following

whatever is the popular trend and all fighting for attention.

Meanwhile us postcard marketers just cruise through it all and have

our own wide open lanes.

This hasn’t changed in the decade I’ve been doing it and I can’t imagine

it will for decades to come. It’s precise, reliable, dependable, and

algorithm-free.

And now it’s more accessible than ever. From the tiniest business to

the biggest, using the resources ahead, EVERYONE can be able to

take advantage of the “King” of all advertising mediums .
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EDDM Vs. Targeted Mailing
When you’re considering a postcard campaign, you have two broad

options to consider:

“EDDM“ or a Targeted mailing.

The choice can be tough, but both can be excellent choices.

EDDM, which stands for “Every Door Direct Mail”, is for when you

want to saturate neighborhoods so that everyone on a mail route gets

a postcard. You can even pick either going to all residential & business

addresses, or just residential.

TARGETED is  for when you want to send postcards only to a specific

audience of people. You mail targeted postcards to a list that may

include a client’s current customers or a prospect list that may be of

specific ages, interests, or demographics.

I’ll even show you how and give you a reference sheet of all the kind of

data you can pull later on in this guide.

Each kind of mailing has their strengths and weaknesses but both can

be extremely effective.

How to pick which one to go with

Whether you’re a business owner trying to figure out the best

solution for postcard mailings or a local marketer trying to advise your

client, I’ll admit sometimes it can be a challenge deciding between

whether to do an EDDM or a Targeted mailing.

EVERY situation is different and It’ll take some thought and

consideration for the pros and cons of both. I like to just start
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weighing all the different needs of the campaign and figuring out what

will work best.

There's no strict science to it, you just have to try to analyze what will

be the best balance between cost and effectiveness.

What Delivers the Highest Response?

In general … targeted mailings deliver higher response rates but at a

higher upfront  cost, and EDDM will have lower response rates but

lower upfront cost.

If you think about it from the audience standpoint, it makes sense

because something like EDDM is going to everyone, so a lot of people

won’t be precise targets. For example if you’re a contractor sending

EDDM, all the homes that are renters won’t be targets. That will

influence the response rate.

If you were to send a targeted mail to just homeowners though, the

response rate will be higher because you’re eliminating the

non-targets. And if you narrow the list down even further, maybe by

age, income, single family homes only, etc. you’ll increase that

response rate even further.

So this may lead to you believe that targeted mailings always make

sense and will always deliver higher response rates, but consider that

some niches simply target the general public. Like pizzerias, ice cream,

restaurants, cafes, bakeries … virtually everyone is a target for those.

So for a business that caters to basically everyone,  EDDM will likely

have the same kind of response rates as a targeted mailing and be a

cheaper solution.
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Average Response Rate

The most common question asked when it comes to direct mail is,

“what kind of response rate can I expect?”

Because direct mail is pricey by nature, it’s normal to wonder what

they’re response will be. Unfortunately it’s impossible to predict. We

don’t have a crystal ball to look in the future.

It’s no different than running facebook ads or putting up a billboard or

TV commercials, or even doing SEO. You just don’t know until you try

it, test it, tweak it and repeat it.

The more campaigns you do and the better you understand how

postcard mailings work, the more you can predict things but it’s

ultimately just simply unpredictable.

But I don’t want to leave you hanging either. So to answer the

question, the “average” response rate (as a very broad generalization)

is roughly:

½ -1% when mailed to a prospect list

2-3%  response when mailed to a “house” list (a list of a businesses
existing customers)

But don’t bet the farm on these numbers.  I mean if you’re selling

upscale kitchen remodeling you can’t expect to send 100 postcard out

and get 2 kitchen renovation contracts.

And conversely if you send a pizzeria postcard out for a completely

free small cheese pizza, you may see far higher than the “average”

response rate.
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How I Plan Out Response Rates
I’ll let you in on a big secret. A simple way I like to think of things is by

figuring out what a prospect or customer is worth, then use that figure to

determine what kind of response my client will need.

This brings everyone into a state of reality and real expectations

rather than just spray and pray marketing. It’s what shows you’re a

truly skilled and competent professional.

So let’s say you’re working with a kitchen remodeling company and

their average cost to acquire an interested prospect is $200. We’ll

work out how many postcards and to whom they might want to send,

and then we can see what kind of response would make it worth

doing. Let’s say it’s going to cost $4,500 to do a mailing to 7,500

targeted people. If we can get 22 interested responses that would

make it worth doing because that’s a $200 lead cost.

And guess what response rate that comes out to: only .29 percent.

Basically 1/3rd of one percent.

If they get a half percent response rate that’s 34 interested prospects

with a lead cost that gets down to $132.

The more targeted of a match you can get, the higher the potential

response. This is why it’s important to try to really target down if you

can, especially with higher-ticket services.

– I should also mention you won’t always have a client that knows

what their lead cost is. Some businesses just don’t know how much a

customer or a prospect is worth or what they cost to acquire. You may

have to help them. Sticking with our kitchen contractor example, if

they average say $8,000 profit on each kitchen project … you can just

work backwards and figure out what a new customer is worth. Maybe
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$2,000? And just keep working backwards, looking at how many

estimates it usually takes for every person that buys.

Say it takes them 10  estimates for every sale. Now you know the
cost of a lead is $200.

Be the marketing pro and help them! Or if you’re a business owner

yourself reading this, now you’ve hopefully got a really solid formula

to work with and turn these postcards into little personal ATM’s!

I’ll also mention how EDDM works in this, because I don’t want to

make it sound like targeted mailings are the only option. EDDM is

fantastic especially for reaching lucrative, specific neighborhoods or

areas where you know there’s a higher pool of targets for your

business.

You just want to have real expectations and understand that EDDM

will be by nature, a lower response rate so plan for that. With our

kitchen contractor example, you simply can’t expect the same kind of

results from a 7,500 piece targeted mailing as there would be for a

7,500 piece EDDM that’s going to all sorts of non-targets like renters,

apartment buildings, and 80+ year olds who aren’t worried about

renovating their kitchens.

Sometimes (often) people just think “hey if I get 1% from this mailing,

I’ll have 75 kitchens sold!”, but sorry it doesn’t work that way. Real life

will not allow you to get 75 kitchens sold at a lead cost of $2 each.

The good thing is, postcards allow you to GET RESPONSE and that’s

all that matters because you can simply work out the math, test things,

tweak them, and repeat, and scale to endless limits.
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What Direct Mail Costs

The cost of direct mail changes over time simply because of inflation

in printing costs, shipping costs, and postage costs. So I don’t really

want to give a hard number on anything since I hope you’ll refer to this

guide for years to come.

The best way to check current rates is to just head over to my

discounted member rate page:

highresponsemarketing.com/printing

Where I display all my discounted rates for the most commonly

ordered items. EDDM and Targeted.

There’s also just so many variables as far as how many cards you’ll be

printing/mailing, what kind of stock, coating, sizes, etc.

As of now, in 2022, I usually find myself charging my clients  on

average about 50-70 cents per piece for EDDM campaigns and 60-90

cents per piece for targeted mailings. That gives me a nice chunk of

profit and you can charge the same.

I find that most business owners assume it’s going to cost somewhere

around $1 per piece mailed when you factor in the printing,

addressing, list, postage. So it’s still a good bargain. Then there’s

design:

How to Design a Great Postcard.
Here are two  thoughts I have on postcard design:

1. The design is pretty important

2. The design isn’t as important as you think
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Kinda conflicting, eh?

So the deal is, I think that a well designed postcard that hits all the

marks is good to have. I’m personally not a fan of the “ugly postcard”, I

think a postcard today needs to be more visual than ever and that

means nice clean design that gets the point across instantly.

But don’t lose sight over the real lever that controls response, the

audience it’s mailing to. You can have the most beautifully stunning

postcard imaginable, but if it’s not going to the right audience it won’t

matter. Send a drop-dead gorgeous Kitchen & Bath remodelers

postcard to nothing but apartments and renters and tell me how much

the design really mattered.

Now send that to a laser targeted list and you’ve got a killer combo.

Even a not-so-great design can pull response if it’s for something the

audience really wants. Send a postcard made by a 6 year old with a

coupon for free packs of cigarettes to a list of smokers and tell me if it

stopped them. The truth is, the match between the audience and what

the business offers far outweighs beautiful design on its own.

So how do you design a great postcard?

Well for the technical skill, this isn’t the place to learn how to use

professional software like Adobe indesign/photoshop/illustrator.

You’re better off hiring a proficient designer or pointing one to your

client. (I have some rock solid ones I can recommend if you email me).

Let the professionals handle creating design, or, USE CANVA.COM

which has gorgeous templates designed by people who already know

what they’re doing. A clean and professional design doesn’t mean it’s

good. Designer does not equal marketing pro. Only when you have a
good design with good marketing in place does it really become
GOOD. If you think about it, this is all why so many postcard

campaigns don’t stand a chance.  If you don’t understand targeting or
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managing expectations, don’t have a good design, and don’t

understand the importance of gearing everything toward the right

audience, you can’t really expect very good results. Here’s my official

“12 Point Checklist” for making a GOOD postcard design:

12 Point Postcard Checklist

1. Strong headline

2. Instantly recognizable for what it’s for

3. Not too much text

4. Clear call-to-action

5. Believable urgency or scarcity

6. Multiple ways to respond

7. High resolution graphics that resonate with the audience

8. Clear contact info

9. Spacious and not crammed

10. Brand Identity Consistent

11. If Coupons, does it include the company name inside?

12. Check for typos

I’ll talk briefly about each point and why they’re important:

1. Strong headline:

A headline is essential on every postcard. It’s the piece of info people

see first and often what they decide on whether to look more or

throw out.  I learned how to write good headlines from Gary

Bencivenga’s (free) marketing bullets arsenal. Here’s his ‘bullet’ on

headlines: https://marketingbullets.com/bullet-24/ .  Another thing

that stands out for me that he showed me iis to “Never make your
claim bigger than your proof”. And always attach them at the hip.

2. Instantly recognizable for what it is:
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When your card is done, take a break (even a day or two) and look at it

with the eyes of someone who will be seeing it in their mailbox for the

first time. Does it stand out? Does it “Pop”? .  And can you tell instantly

what kind of service or product it’s about?  People grab their mail and

shoot through it quick making rapid decisions whether something’s

trash or interesting. This is no time to be subtle, wordy, or confusing.

The card should be CRYSTAL clear about what product or service it’s

about.

3. Not too much text:

There’s just no good reason to put walls of text on a postcard. If you

want to give that much information, then condense your copy and

point them to where they can learn more, or write a long form sales

letter instead. Postcards are for quick visual interest to elicit a

response.

4. Clear call to action

Someone who’s interested may need that extra “kick” to get them to

take action to respond. “Buy Now”, “Stop Over Today”, “Learn More

Here”, “Come Say Hi”, those are all calls to action. They work, use them.

5. Believable Urgency or Scarcity

A good postcard has some kind of urgency or scarcity to it. It doesn’t

have to be over the top, it just has to be credible.. You wouldn’t believe

how many businesses make a postcard and then don’t put any reason

to respond. So what’s credible urgency or scarcity? It can be a simple

holiday or seasonal sale, special event, etc. But for some businesses,

like professional services and real estate, you have to be more clever.

Think of market conditions and trends, excess or limited inventories,

and things of that nature to show why this is the best time to act and

why the window of opportunity is closing.
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6. Multiple Ways to Respond

The main thing is to make things EASY for people to respond. People

are lazy, they don’t want to take a lot of effort to do things and the

easier you make it for them, the better. So give them all the options

you can so it’s easy. QR codes, SMS, urls (use shortening like bit.ly),

phone, email, physical location etc.  the more the merrier.

7. High-Res Graphics that Resonate

In today’s world you need high resolution graphics. If you’re using

crappy pixelated images it’s going to look unprofessional, period. Even

photos from iphones now are stunningly high quality so you’ve got no

excuse. Just use good images. Stock images are fine too. A good strong

visual is important. If you show people, choose images with models

that will resonate with your audience. The more they look like them

the better. And I don’t solely mean race or sex or age, I mean just an

overall “likeness”. A family looking over their pristine yard in front of a

McMansion isn’t going to resonate with someone in a congested

urban city who’s 25 and single. Your card should appeal to your target

audience.

8. Clear Contact Info

I see artwork all the time (and cards in my mailbox) that don’t even

have a good way to contact or look up more info on the company. I can

only imagine how many people who may have been interested will

give up when they can’t find what the website is or where a contact

phone or email is. Give them ways to contact! Some people want to

email and not call, some want to call and not email. Some want to stop

by, and some might want to text. Make sure all those are present and

visible.

9. Spacious, Not Crammed
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I hate cards that are filled to the edges with text. It’s really common

too. There’s this nagging ambition in most people to fill every ounce of

space with something. Actually one of the hardest things to learn in

professional graphic design is the use of negative space. Good clean

design has lots of well balanced space. The empty space is as

important as the filled. No one wants to get a card in the mail that has

so many words and images and elements that it looks like a chore just

to read. Your card should feel clean, light, and spacious.

10. Brand Identity Consistent

I don’t talk a lot about brand identity or the importance of it because I

don’t think too much weight should be put on it at first. But for

established businesses, your brand identity is REALLY IMPORTANT.

It’s how people instantly recognize you and know right away that it’s

you. It can be as simple as the color scheme you use but can also be

your logo and even font choices and overall “feel” of all of your

marketing collateral. In direct mail, it’s likely (and smart) that you’ll be

mailing repetitively, so it’s very important your branding looks the

same every time. This way you get burned into their minds and will

eventually be the FIRST person they think of when they need your

services.

11. Do Your Coupons Have Company Info Inside?

This is a HUGE mistake made all the time. Even by pro marketers and

designers. When you have a postcard or postcard ad, and you include

a coupon for the business, I would say 75% of the time I see no

information about the company inside the coupon. This means when

they clip out the coupon, there’s a good chance they may not even

remember where it was for! And if the store staff isn’t trained to

recognize the coupons, they may even reject it when they get there as

it won’t look like it’s even from them. So put company info in there

somehow. Put the business name in small print or even just pop their
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logo in next to the expiration date or fine print. Super overlooked but

critically important.

12. Check for Typos

Lastly, give it a good look for typos, wrong expiration dates,

watermarks, etc. Even better have someone ELSE look it over. You

won’t believe the mistakes that are front and center that can get

caught by another set of eyes. If you print with me by the way, I always

check things over personally and with my assistant and we catch typos

ALL THE TIME. Probably 3-4 times a week, sometimes saving people

from printing tens of thousands of cards with wrong info on them.
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POSTCARD SIZE REFERENCE
SHEET
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Those are all the most common sizes for postcards.

Here’s what I think in general of many of them:

4x6/4.25x6 : I see no reason to use these now due to the recent

change in the USPS rules that you can send 6x9’s at the same

discounted postage rate. Go 6x9 instead.

5x7: A good small-ish postcard but still big enough to get the message

across. I use these a lot when doing targeted mailings that I send

standard class postage. Now though I just go with 6x9’s because they

mail first class at the same rate as standard class.

6x9: Pretty good size postcard to send. Lots of space and sticks out in

the mail. First class and standard class cost about the same so go with

first and get the speedier delivery.

6x11: My overall favorite for both Targeted and EDDM Mailings.

THIS IS THE ONLY SIZE THAT QUALIFIES FOR BOTH. You can mail

6x11’s to targeted lists with standard class postage and make a big

splash due to the size, or you can send them EDDM too. \

6.5x9: This is the smaller size postcard (even though it’s pretty big)

that qualifies for EDDM. You can’t go smaller or it may get rejected, so

start with this size and then see if bigger looks better to you. You can’t

send this size to a targeted list unless you want to buy a HUGE

increase in postage, because this size is considered a “flat”.

6.5x12 and 8.5x11: Both great sizes and they jump out at you from

the mail. I usually go a bit bigger or smaller though, so I find they’re

kind of in-between better choices.

9x12 and 11x14: These are unique sizes and very large. They are

truly like getting mini-billboards in the mail. You can fit a LOT of ads on
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these if you’re doing a shared postcard. There’s just a ton of real

estate and surface area.

12x15: In a total class by itself, these mailers look almost absurd in the

mail. This is the maximize size you can send EDDM without having to

fold it and is very expensive to print & ship so keep that in mind.
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EDDM (Every Door Direct Mail)
EDDM is  great for

bombing a whole area/neighborhood/city with a postcard. The USPS

introduced EDDM in 2011 as a way to encourage small local

businesses to mail to nearby neighborhoods without having to go

through the process of using a mailing permit.

Prior to the EDDM program, mailings would be very expensive and

process-intense which resulted in many small businesses not being

able to do a mailing unless they hired mailhouses to do it or bought a

permit and expensive software..  Now anyone can do a mailing

themselves!

There’s a lot of upsides to EDDM and almost any local businesses that

services their local area can take advantage of doing one, but it  may

not be the best option for when you really want to reach specific

audiences. For that, a Targeted Mailing may be better.

Pros and Cons

Pros:

● No mailing permit required, anyone can do one.

● Cheaper upfront postage (appx 21 cents each as of 2022)

● Uses really large-size cards (6.5x9, 6x11, 6.5x12, 8.5x11,

9x12, 11x14, 12x15)

● Easy to prepare and bring to post office yourself - or mail out

remotely

● Extremely fast delivery. Post office typically delivers the day

after you drop them off.

Cons:
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● Can’t specifically target to drill down to specific audiences

● Can’t send specifically to businesses. You can only send either

to all residential or residential & business.

● Limited to 5,000 pieces per day unless you have a permit

EDDM Retail and  EDDM Business

There are actually two versions of EDDM, “Retail” and “Business”.  The

one that gets the most attention is EDDM Retail, where you don’t

have to use a permit, which limits you to 5,000 pieces per day and the

postage is higher than if you used a permit.

On the other hand, if you secure a postal permit at your local office

(approximately $500 upfront cost and then $270 or so annually … you

can mail any quantity you desire out and get a reduced postage rate.

(currently the postage rate is I believe glitching on USPS so I don’t

want to put firm rates in yet).

Design and Size requirements:

Every mailing whether targeted or EDDM will require certain

specifics to be approved by the Post Office. You’ll also need certain file

requirements for printing.

For printing:

All artwork should be in 300dpi, CMYK color, and have appropriate

bleed so that the color runs all the way to the edge. If you’re using my

own printing service (printing4supercheap.com), I’ll be happy to send

you templates and check over your artwork to make sure it’s

print-ready.
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If you’re not a professional designer or using one, you can make your

own beautiful postcards using canva.com which is FREE! You can even

make them on your phone.

I personally send my own clients to canva all the time, it’s been a

lifesaver because it avoids them having to spend hundreds of dollars

on professional design.

In canva, you’ll want to download your finished artwork using the

“share” button, then choosing “PDF Print”, and checkmark “Include

bleed and printers marks”.

Sizes for EDDM require your postcard to be over 6.25” on the

SHORT end or 10.5” on the LONG end.

Common sizes for EDDM are:

● 6.5x9

● 6x11

● 6.5x12

● 8.5x11

● 11x14

● 9x12

● And up to 12x15

There’s also a thickness rule, which requires it to be basically printed

on any cardstock, even if it’s thin. I personally print on 14pt and 16pt

cardstocks which are very thick and sturdy but you can use stocks as

thin as 10pt or even 7pt which are very very thin and flimsy.

I don’t like printing postcards on too thin of stock because they will get

beat up and bent/wrinkled inevitably by the carriers. It also looks

cheap.
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Do not mail EDDM using flyer paper unless it’s folded, as in a menu

would be for example, (11x17 menu folded to 8.5x11).

Postal Marking Requirements:

EDDM requires very simple postal indicia and address bar markings

on it. You’ll need this indicia:

And this address bar:

You can see the exact specifications on the USPS EDDM quick

reference guide here:

https://www.usps.com/business/pdf/quick-reference-guide.pdf

The marks are slightly different if you are using a permit for your

EDDM vs using the Regular “Retail” version of it.

In general, you want to just make sure the mail carrier can see the

postal markings clearly enough so they know, “hey this should be

delivered to everyone on the route today”.
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FULFILLMENT

Fulfillment of EDDM is a pretty simple process and I have some good

video tutorials of it on my youtube channel: High Response

Marketing.

PRINTING:

You can of course choose any printer you want to print your EDDM

cards, and some may even offer full-service fulfillment as well.  The

only printing source I can recommend though is my own,

printing4supercheap.com, simply because it’s my own business and I

can guarantee to make sure you’ll have no problems getting anything

accepted by the USPS and that you’re not making any mistakes.

But use ANYONE you want, it doesn’t matter! Just make sure it’s an

EDDM qualified size and thickness.

FULFILLMENT

You’ll receive your postcards and you’ll get them secured into 100

piece stacks – using either a rubber band or twine or anything that can

hold them. (if you get them from me, I will band them into 100’s for

you).

You’ll pay for your postage online which will generate the paperwork

needed, including a form with simple information to fill out and facing

slips that show which carrier routes they’re going to.

You’ll place facing slips that you print off (the eddm paperwork

automatically generates them) onto each bundle and separate all the

bundles by carrier route.

Then you bring them all to the post office so they can hand then to the

mail carriers for delivery typically the following day.
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Business EDDM (using a permit) is slightly different.

TARGETED MAILINGS
Mailing to a list (a targeted mailing) is essentially the most powerful

marketing medium you can ask for. The ability to laser-target almost

any kind of demographic, lifestyle interest, hobby, health condition,

and get your message directly into their hands is arguably the most

efficient marketing possible.

Direct mail is  not as flashy or accessible as digital marketing, and its

high upfront cost can be a barrier to smaller businesses but there’s a

reason it’s considered the King of all advertising.

Larger companies routinely mail tensor even hundreds of thousands

of direct mail pieces per month and make astounding profits from it.

Right down to those junk credit card offers you get in the mail. (do you

think they send those out with not making a profit?).

If you’re a business owner, you may be shocked to see how much data

is available to build lists from and how high the ROI can be by sending

out targeted postcards.

If you’re a marketer, you’ll now be able to help your clients get

tremendous ROI in a way they probably never imagined possible

before.

Pros and Cons

Just like we went through the pros and cons of EDDM, here they are

for targeted mailings:

Pros:
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● Laser Targeting Ability

● Addressed with full name of recipient

● Can be fully tracked delivery down to each single piece

● 100% hands off fulfillment

Cons:

● Much higher upfront cost per piece

● Much slower time to mailbox compared to EDDM

● Smaller postcard sizes than EDDM

If the cost and speed were the same as EDDM I would go every time

with targeted mailing because the response is just simply so much

higher … but EDDM is a great option for when you just want

something out cheap and fast!

Let’s talk about targeted mail postage rates:

Postage Rates

USPS Postage rates, classes, and terms can really be confusing. The

post office doesn’t make these terms easy to understand but they’re

important to know so that you can price out the postage rate properly.

The USPS  calls these sizes “postcards” :

(3x5, 4x6, 4.25x6)
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The USPS calls these sizes “letters”:

(5x7, 6x9, 6x11)

The USPS considers these sizes “flats”:

(6.5x9, 6.5x12, 8.5x11, 9x12, 11x14, 12x15)

And anything bigger, they call “parcels”,  which you won’t be mailing

because they will be  insanely expensive.

Postage Class

To make things more confusing, you  have postage “class”.  I’m sure

you’ve heard of Priority
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Class, First Class, and Standard Class. Class basically comes down to

how fast you want them to travel through the mailstream.

First Class

First Class Postage means your postcards will deliver in 1-4 days once

entered into the mailstream. This is nice for when you need to know a

firm time period after the printing & preparing process is done. The

other benefit to first class is that if you put a return address on the

card, any undeliverable ones will be mailed to the return address for

no charge. The downside is that the postage is pricier. All something to

consider. You send all of those “rate” sizes (postcard, letter, flat) using

first class postage, but not all of them can be sent standard-class,

which we’ll talk about next.

Standard Class

Standard class is the most common bulk-mailing class because it’s

cheaper. It’s mostly for just when speed isn’t worth paying extra for.

Standard class postage doesn’t have an exact timeline of delivery, but

usually I find them 3-7 days once dropped off into the mailstream by

the printer. Just keep in mind Sunday isn’t a postal day, so when you’ve

got something that takes 7 days, it can cross both weekends, pushing

it into 10 days or so calendar days.. I’ve also seen during heavy mail

seasons (holiday season & political) taking upwards of 10-14 days.

Really there’s no precise timeline to expect. Std class means that the

mail carriers deliver it after everything else is delivered. Everything

that’s express for example (overnight), gets delivered 1st, then

priority, then first class, and then all the standard class mail goes as

they can. You’re basically paying less postage in exchange for them

taking their sweet time to deliver.
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You can only send letters and flats standard class. Not 4x6 postcards.

If you’re mailing 4x6 or 4.25x6, they will have to go first class,

although the postage is about the same as standard class so it’s cool.

WEIRD RECENT UPDATE ON 6X9

There’s a pretty sweet exception that just recently happened with

USPS guidelines last summer. The Post office FINALLY recognized

that 4x6 postcards are tiny as hell and aren’t the best size to cut

through todays clutter … so they increased the size you can send

pieces out first class at the reduced postcard rate, to 6x9.

Design Requirements

Unlike EDDM which has pretty lax requirements, targeted mailings

have EXTREMELY specific ones. You can’t mess these up or else your

mailing could get rejected or end up being charged exorbitantly for

postage.

This is why you need to use a print/mail professional on these type of

mailings. You don’t want to mess something up.

Assuming you have the correct size piece for the postage rate and

class you want, you’ll need to then make sure it’s compliant. That

means it has to have a BLANK WHITE SPACE at the bottom right

corner of 4” wide by 3” tall. This has to be after bleed too, so you

technically need to make the white area slightly larger so it’s 4x3 after

the bleed is cut.

The reason the space needs to be that size and totally blank, is

because it has to be big enough to fit any long addresses that will be

printed, but also has to be able to fit the barcode and extra

information that helps everything get tracked and coded correctly.
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The permit imprint (called an indicia) also has to be in that space at the

top right of the white box.

— You can alternatively do a 4” x 2” white area and instead put the

postal indicia in a 1” x 1” white box at the upper right of the postcard.

For ease of remembrance though, just make it 4x3 at the bottom right

so that everything can fit in there.

FULFILLMENT

Fulfillment of Targeted mailings basically require you to use a mail

service provider, like myself. Any mailhouse can do it though! Unless

you want to pay for stamps and stick them on until your fingers bleed

(along with addressing), you don’t want to even consider doing a

targeted mailing yourself.

SELF-MAILING

There’s some situations where you may actually want to self-mail your

postcards. If it’s under 200 postcards for example, you can’t send

them bulk mail through the USPS, so you’ll have to print labels or hand

address, and then stamp them.

There’s another situation though that you may want to slightly

consider. It’s called the USPS Small Business Intelligent Mail Tool.

What it is, is a program available to you when you purchase a mailing

permit, that allows you to do your own mailings at an incredibly

reduced postage rate. If they’re going local to you it could be as low as

the lower 20 cent range.

What you do is upload your mailing list to the post offices portal and it

will scrub the list and arrange it in carrier walk sequence, then you can
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print the labels off with your home printer and stick them on each

postcard. Each card will have the intelligent mail barcode printed as

well, and then you just drop them off in trays or sacks that the post

office gives you.

Otherwise though, 99% of the time, just send me or whoever you’re

using to mail, your list and the artwork and let us handle it.

HANDS-OFF MAILING

You do not need to handle ANY of the mailing work for targeted

mailings. The process is too complex anyways and requires expensive

software.

Turnaround time: generally 4-7 days for printing, addressing, prep,

and then dropoff into a nearby bulk mail center within 3 days. Once

dropped off into the mailstream, it will move at First Class or Standard

class speeds depending on what you picked.  Because it will generally

cross weekends, plan for a good 10-13 days from when you order to

when it hits the mail steam. Then just wait for the carriers to deliver

them.

PRINTING

I highly recommend full color both side printing, and a card thickness

of  14 or 16pt cardstock. These are very thick heavyweight cardstocks

and are important since they have to travel through many different

machines and sorting and transports through the post office before it

reaches your prospects.

Some printers use thin stocks like 7 or 10pt and they get wrinkly,

bend, and smudge & smear easily. You don’t want your postcards

looking like you printed them on your home printer and threw water

on it.
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Some printers (like myself) can even apply UV ultra gloss coating to

each postcard and then address on top of the coating. This is almost

like a laminate which protects your cards from the rain and snow. It’s

also far less likely to have bends or kinks in it.

Intelligent Barcoding

A few years ago the USPS introduced the “intelligent barcode” which

is a must-have for all targeted mailing in my opinion. What it is, is an

enhanced barcode that’s printed on every postcard by the print

provider (ahem, me.), and the mail carriers have to scan every piece

when they deliver it.  Which by the way, is how you can KNOW that

your postcards are actually delivered. The mail carriers scan shows

exactly when and where, including GPS positioning that the mailpiece

was put.

Even on a 50,000 piece mailing, if it has intelligent barcoding, we can

look up and see literally any address and whether it was delivered or

not. And even reporting that shows how many as a percentage that

were delivered early, on time, or late.
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“Backtracking”

(One of the Most Clever Hacks in Direct Mail)

I co-invented an insanely useful and diabolical way to capture the

contact info of people who redeem coupons.

For many businesses, like restaurants and retail, their customers

aren’t automatically stored in a database like they are in service or

professional businesses.

For example if you get your windows or furnace replaced, it’s likely

you’ll be entered into that businesses database. They’ll have your

home address and everything, and with that they can market to you

using postcards. It’s a great way to market to a receptive audience,

because you know they’ve already bought.

(That’s a GREAT service by the way to offer if you’re a marketer, and if

you’re a business owner yourself with a list of customers, you should

try mailing out to your existing customer list, they will probably be

highly receptive!)

But think about the businesses who don’t naturally have customer

lists, like restaurants or retail shops or boutiques. Unless you enter in

your own information with something like a loyalty program or

discount sign-up, there’s just no way to mail coupons or anything

directly to your customers — the people who really want them!

So if you do a mailing to your local neighborhoods or to a list, even if

you use coupons for tracking, you don’t know WHO turned those

coupons in. Wouldn’t you want a list of people who redeemed your

coupons so that you can send them more?

You can, with this hack I call “backtracking”.
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Years ago I was brainstorming with a client of mine who owns a liquor

store and we came up with this spur of the moment idea:

PUTTING THE COUPON ON THE

OTHER SIDE OF THE ADDRESS AREA!

See here for example (made quickly in canva by the way – why aren’t

you using canva?):

If you notice, the coupon will match up to the back on the other side.

This allows the address to ride along with the coupon cut-out where

the business staff can enter it into a database for future mailing.
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The Back is Seen FIRST

Here’s an incredibly useful piece of knowledge to know as a direct

marketing pro: The “Back side” :: ( the side with the address ) :: gets

seen first. So it’s actually the most important side.

When mail carriers deliver mail, they put all of them addressed side up

and deliver them in the same direction. You’ll notice in your home mail

that every piece is facing the same way, with the address side up (or in

the same direction)

Since you want your message to get read and your piece to be turned

over, you want to make sure your most appealing message/headline is

ON THE ADDRESSED SIDE.

I know that it leaves you with less room to work with because of the

addressing area but like it or not that’s the side getting seen and

where your prospect will make the decision to look harder or toss it.

Spend lots of time on the “back” side making sure it leads to someone

turning it over and keeping it.

How Often to Repeat Mailings

Mailings work best when they’re repeated. It’s REALLY important to

repetitively mail. Yes, to the same dang area over and over. It’s like

super duper important.

Campaigns die everyday because they simply were given up on

instead of repeated.

The reason repetition is critical, is because people are lazy and live in a

world with immense clutter and information. Sure, there are

serendipitous moments where someone is seeking what you offer at
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the moment they get your postcard but those moments aren’t

predictable. What IS predictable is that at some point, your target will

want or need what you offer. And you want YOUR business to be the

first one they think of.

Postcards do a great job of doing that because they’re non-intrusive

are storable, and they stick out. They simply do a better job than most

marketing, and they ENHANCE other channels well.

Imagine you operate a drain-cleaning business. You can’t mail out

postcards and just expect many people to say “hey that’s a great deal,

let’s get our drains cleaned, honey”.

The reality is that these moments, like many others (buying furniture,

insurance, vehicles,a furnace, a pool,  mattresses, oil changes, and

even food) aren’t something immediately on someone’s mind to do

that day. It’s a matter of waiting for that moment to happen and being

the one they think of when it does. Make sense?

There’s all sorts of studies that show how many times it truly takes to

burn your brand into someone’s mind, usually something like 7

contacts. Sometimes you have to mail 6-12 times until you see results,

like real estate for example. And sometimes you can gauge whether

it’s effective on one mailing, like a pizzeria.

Really it all still comes down to that formula we talked about way back

in the “how I plan for response” section. I have real estate agents that

spend $5,000 per month on mailings but they get 10 or more listings

per year so it makes sense. Because they mail EVERY MONTH, they

build a reputation of being one of the first people their audience

thinks of when they suddenly decide to buy or sell their home.

This is the same for the countless insurance agencies, financial

services, law firms, and even chiropractors and such. You really have
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to commit yourself to a good 4-6 mailings to really make a decision on

whether it was worth doing or not.

And you know what the really smart ones do … they team up with

others on mailings so the cost is shared. A real estate agency might

share a card with a loan officer for example.

Shared Mailings

I could write book after book on this topic, and I have at least a dozen

courses on it alone, but since this manual is really about solo

campaigns in general, I don’t want to bloat this guide with it.

Shared mailings are a magical thing. You share a postcard with

another business, or two, or more. Then everyone splits the cost or

you even get your spot for free, paid for by everyone else.

If you’re a local marketer or have an entrepreneurial spirit, you can do

the legwork of connecting everyone together on a card – picking

industries that compliment each other and don’t compete – and you

can add a tidy profit on top of everything.

I built my own remodeling business in the past off sharing a postcard

alone and I literally owe my entire marketing career to this concept of

sharing postcards. The ability to get the most expensive form of

advertising for FREE, while reducing the cost for everyone else is a

miracle in itself. I can’t tell you how many businesses I’ve helped save

and grow from this concept and how many people’s lives have been

changed. Solo mailings are great but don’t ignore the power of shared

mailers too and all the ways it can be used.
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Demographics Master Reference

This section is something I’m actually personally excited for myself

because it will give me a quick reference of all the data we can pull for

any client. You bet your butt I’ll have this guide myself on me anytime

I’m with a client simply for this alone.

Now I personally use SL360 (sl360.com) to acquire most of my

targeted lists for myself and my clients because they have fantastic

data quality and selection. But you can also use leadsplease.com to

run fast online counts to see how many targets there are or any list

provider you want.

If you don’t have an account with SL360 I’m happy to buy leads on

your behalf at my reduced rate too.

So on the following page you’ll see my curated list of most of the

useful data you can pull for any client or your own use. :
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Demographics
Adult Age (2-year Increments)
HH Income - Estimated
Children Age Ranges (1-year
Increments)
Homeowner/Renter
Address Type Indicator
Gender (Individual)
Marital Status - 100%
Military Veteran
Home Market Value
Dwelling Unit Size
Presence of Children
Networth Gold
Ethnic Race Code
Children Age Ranges
Year Home Built Range
Presence of Pool
Business Owner
Date of Birth
Ethnic Language Preference
Code
Length of Residence
Property Type - Specific
Education - Individual
Year Home Built
Age - Head of Household

Occupation - Head of HH
ITA Score
Ethnic Religion Code
Number of Adults in HH
Personicx Codes
Presence of Senior Adult
Number of Children in HH
Loan-To-Value Range
(Property)
Home Purchase Amount
(Property)
Ethnic Code - E-tech
Home Equity Available
Working Woman Indicator
Property Type - Real Property
Occupation (Individual)
First Loan Amount (Property)
Political Party - (Individual)
First Loan Date (Property)
Home Purchase Date
(Property)
Claritas IPA (5756)
Small Office-Home Office
Personicx Financial Indicator
Personicx Hispanic Indicator
Personicx Insurance Indicator
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Demographics
Adult Age (2-year Increments)
HH Income - Estimated
Children Age Ranges (1-year
Increments)
Homeowner/Renter
Address Type Indicator
Gender (Individual)
Marital Status - 100%
Military Veteran
Home Market Value
Dwelling Unit Size
Presence of Children
Networth Gold
Ethnic Race Code
Children Age Ranges
Year Home Built Range
Presence of Pool
Business Owner
Date of Birth
Ethnic Language Preference
Code
Length of Residence
Property Type - Specific
Education - Individual
Year Home Built
Age - Head of Household

Occupation - Head of HH
ITA Score
Ethnic Religion Code
Number of Adults in HH
Personicx Codes
Presence of Senior Adult
Number of Children in HH
Loan-To-Value Range
(Property)
Home Purchase Amount
(Property)
Ethnic Code - E-tech
Home Equity Available
Working Woman Indicator
Property Type - Real Property
Occupation (Individual)
First Loan Amount (Property)
Political Party - (Individual)
First Loan Date (Property)
Home Purchase Date
(Property)
Claritas IPA (5756)
Small Office-Home Office
Personicx Financial Indicator
Personicx Hispanic Indicator
Personicx Insurance Indicator

Interests & Purchasing
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Health / Ailments
- Allergy Related
- Arthritis/Mobility
- Cholesterol Focus
- Diabetic
- Homeopathic
- Organic Focus
- Orthopedic
- Senior Needs

Lifestyle Interests
Buying Behavior
Credit Card Users
Mail Responders
Vehicle Year (1st)

Vehicle Make (1st)
Known Number of Vehicles
Vehicle Model (1st)
Truck/Motorcycle/RV Owner
Vehicle - Intend to Purchase
PC Owner
Mail Order Donor
Real Estate Investors
Vehicle Year (2nd)
Vehicle Make (2nd)
New Car Buyer
Vehicle Model (2nd)
Software Buyer

Audience Propensities
Automotive
Business
Consumer Packaged Goods
Communications
Credit Card
Financial Services
General
Health Care

Insurance
Investment Services
Media
Non-Profit
Political
Retail
Travel Entertainment
Technology
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